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Excelling male students 
wind up Tajikistan trip 

Female students tour Sri Lanka reservoir 
DUSHANBE/KANDY: Distinguished Kuwaiti school students
yesterday concluded their tour of Tajikistan that was part of the
10th trip sponsored by Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Devel-
opment (KFAED) in collaboration with the Ministry of Education
(MoE). Speaking to KUNA yesterday, Head of Press at KFAED’s
Media Department and Trip Coordinator Ahmad Al-Sarraf said
the trip succeeded in enlightening students about Tajikistan’s
culture.

The students were impressed by Kuwait’s contribution to de-
velopment projects in developing countries, especially after their
meetings with Tajikistan officials and their tours of KFAED-
bankrolled projects there, he added. He thanked the Foreign
Ministry of Tajikistan in organizing students’ tour and activities.
On his part, Dr Abbas Murad, director of the Kuwaiti MoE’s
school activities, stressed the positive impact of the trip by fa-
miliarizing Kuwaiti students with their country’s aid to develop-
ing countries.

MoE selected excellent students carefully to go on the trip,
with efficient supervisors who did their best to achieve relevant
objectives, he explained. MoE’s Technical Advisor and Accom-
panying Supervisor Hamad Al-Bahwa said MoE’s activities ex-
emplified the students’ knowledge of science and culture. Bahwa
thanked KFAED for organizing the trip and KUNA for its daily
coverage.

In a statement to KUNA the students said they were im-
pressed by this experience. Student Yousef Al-Mutawa learned
about KFAED’s role in development projects that reinforced his
passion for humanitarian work. Another student, Ahmad Al-Kan-
deri appreciated KFAED’s support, saying it reflects Kuwait’s
interest in developing countries. The program was launched in
2010 upon an initiative by KFAED and in cooperation with MoE.
Under the program, two trips are organized for two overseas
countries per year for outstanding high-school students; one for
12 females and another for 12 males. The aim of KFAED’s trip is
to reward outstanding students and encourage them for more
success and excellence. 

Meanwhile, a group of distinguished Kuwaiti female students
were taken on a tour of the jointly Kuwait-funded Kalu Ganga
reservoir project in Sri Lanka on Wednesday. They group was
briefed on the economic importance of the $167 million project,
which witnessed its official opening last week, for the welfare of
some 3,000 farmers, who up until now had been suffering from a
scarce supply of drinking water. KFAED has provided 35 percent
of the funds needed for the project, namely $37 million, with the
other benefactors being the Saudi Fund for Development and the
Sri Lankan government. In addition to the project’s dam are two
saddle dams along with four tunnels, which will provide water for
irrigation purposes and hydroelectricity generation. —KUNA 

KANDY: Distinguished Kuwaiti female students visit the Kalu Ganga
reservoir on Wednesday. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah headed at Seif Palace yesterday the
121st meeting of Kuwait’s Supreme Petroleum Council
(SPC). Welcoming the new board, he congratulated the
members on the trust bestowed on them by HH the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to set out ef-
fective policies that would contribute to boosting the coun-
try’s national resources. HH the Premier pointed out that the
new council’s formation comes amidst many regional and
international geopolitical changes that have and would defi-
nitely and clearly impact the oil industry. Such a matter re-
quires the council to shoulder its responsibility towards
achieving aspirations of the Kuwaiti people, Sheikh Jaber
told the meeting. — KUNA  

KUWAIT: HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah heads a Supreme Petro-
leum Council meeting. — KUNA 
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NEW DELHI: The Embassy of Kuwait yesterday held a cultural
program in cooperation with the prestigious Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU) in New Delhi to deepen cultural relations
through Arabic language. Delivering a keynote address at the
program gathering, which was attended by JNU Vice Chancellor
M Jagadesh Kumar, teaching staff, members of several diplomatic
missions and students, Kuwait Ambassador Jassim Al-Naajem
said language plays an important role in the cultural exchange
between nations.

He applauded the historic ties between Kuwait and India and
underlined that the Arabic language has played and still plays a
major role in cementing cultural ties between the two nations and
the larger Arab world. Underlining the importance of Arabic lan-
guage in the current world, the ambassador pledged support of
Kuwait for the Arabic center in the university since it is seen as a
major hub of excellence and expressed hope that coming days

would see more cultural programs and events.
Highlighting the importance of Arabic, the ambassador said

that no language in the world, except perhaps Chinese, can match
Arabic in terms of the number of words. He also drew attention of
the audience to the roots of Arabic language in pre-Islamic poetry
and how it played an important role as the language of the Holy
Quran and explained how its miraculous nature was expressed
through Arabic.—KUNA  
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NEW DELHI: Kuwait Ambassador Jassim Al-Naajem presents
an Arabic calligraphy memento to Jawharlal Nehru Univer-
sity Vice Chancellor M Jagadesh Kumar. — KUNA 

DOHA: Interior Ministry Undersecretary Lt Gen Essam Al-Nah-
ham pays a visit to the deceased officer’s family. — KUNA 

DOHA: Deputy Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh
Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah extended his condolences over the
passing of Qatari police officer Mohammad Al-Houti in a tragic
car accident. The sentiments were conveyed during a visit by In-
terior Ministry Undersecretary Lt Gen Essam Al-Nahham during
a visit to the officer’s family in Qatar. Houti had been a fourth year
police cadet at Saad Al-Abdullah Academy for Security Sciences
before falling victim to a traffic collision along Salmi Road west
of Kuwait City.”The academy hails the many virtues and extreme
dedication he (Al-Houti) was characterized by during his educa-
tion in recent years,” added Nahham. —KUNA 
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